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Bookstore
I

I

'Discount
I

Seen As
Defunct

by Gallen Goldman
'News Editor
Even though the bookstore
has operated its discount during
deficit years, it will probably be
discontinued at the end of this
scholastic year because profit
margin has not been large
enough, according to Russ Hartman, business manager.
Hartman went on to say in a
memo to Farmer AS President
Pat Hayes unless a suitable
budget for the bookstore was
met and maintained it would be
impossible to continue the present five per cent discount now
being offered.
All this comes in spite of the
fact that, for the past four years
the bookstore has only operated
in the black for the last two, and
yet up until 197 4, the students
enjoyed a six per cent discount.
Next year the bookstore has
a projected profit of $4,900
without the discount, which is

over $2,000 more than any of
the previous years since the discounts were initiated.
In 1972-73, the bookstore
had a deficit of almost $10,000
yet discounts were continued.
According to bookstore advisory member Vic Pestrin, what
the college needs is a comprehensive ordering plan. "The
book store is now running on a
35 per cent ordering error rate
due to the lack of communication between the department
heads and Gerald Douglass,
book store manager."
"The reasons given for the
book store not being able to
meet its budget were inflation,
pay raises, rising costs, etc." according to Pestrin.
Pestrin went on to say, "But
in checking on these figures, I
found the cost of goods sold has
gone down approximately five
percent in the last four years,
wage increases up some three

per cent, about a four per cent
drop in inventory needed to
stock the bookstore and less
than one per cent raise in the
prices of these supplies."
Pestrin also said the
bookstore has approximately
$179,000 out in either dead inventory, (inventory not sold) or
credit memos, ( books that have
been returned to the publisher
for credit in the future from the
same publisher). Some $20,000
worth of these memos are outstanding for the past two or
three years.
According to Pestrin when
Gerald Douglass was instated
as the bookstore manager and
asked what his goals for the
bookstore were, he replied, "My
first goal is to get myself a
raise."
Douglass denied the statement, but records show his
salary has been rai sed from
$720 a month to $1 ,210 a
month.

"Print the Truth anti Sh:tmP the Devil."
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For Dormies

More Hikes Disclosed
In Dryden Hall Tuesday
evening, Fred Heinemann, Director of Auxiliary Enterprises, announced next year's dorm hike
will increase by another twelve
dollars a year for a total increase of $99.
Heinemann indicated the increase came about when the
Canadians raised the price of
natural gas by 60 per cent Monday. He said Eastern buys its
natural gas from the
Washington Water Power Company which deals with the
Canadians.
"By the time they break it up,
it is a nine and one half per cent
increase in utility recharge,
which amounts to $17,000 or
$12 a year per person in
housing costs," he said.
Heinemann and Housing
Director Marianne Hall also
explained the food and housing
budget .to nine or ten students in
Dryden's formal lounge.
Heinemann, who did most of
the talking, opened the meeting
with the statement, "Our purpose is to discuss with you how
we arrive at the annual budgets
for housing and food services."
"Besides considering actual
dollars and cents, it involves
looking into a crystal ball," he
said.
Evidently the $55,200 profit
is one · of the areas of hard
dollars and cents. All this money
will be used for dorm improvements next year and will

not leave the housing system,
according to Heinemann.
When asked if dorm improvements were funded under
other areas of the budget, such
as Maintenance and Repairs or
Custodial Services, he said, "No,
those areas cover minor and
emergency repairs."
Hall stated the profit is used
for capital improvement such as
new furniture, drapes etc.
Replying to the question "how
were these items purchased in
years when there was no
profit?", she said "they
weren't."
In order to give the rationalt
behind the increases in the
various areas of the budget,
Heinemann stated:
-Maintenance and Repair's
$6000 increase was needed to
cover increased salaries and
high supply costs.

-Custodial Services jump of

$32,000 was to cover the 12
per cent pay raise these people
received in March. Heinemann
said they are pushing for
another six per cent in July.
-Elevator Maintenance was
increased $5000 due to the
rising cost of parts and the increase in breakdowns.
-Part-Time Help received
$8000 more as there will be
four more .RA's next year.
-Salaries jumped $21,000
in order to include Hall's salary
in the Housing budget. She had
previously been paid from Student Services.
Heinemann also presented
the alternate meal plan on
Tuesday and stated he felt the
twenty meal plan was the best
as it is the most flexible and the
least expensive.

Chairmen Named By BOT
Three
new
Eastern
Washington State College
department chairman have been
named by the EWSC Board of
Trustees and one other one has
been reappointed.
Ronald E. Robinson, EWSC
board chairman, said Dr. William
C. Shreeve was reappointed as
chairman of the education
department for a three-year
term.

'

Dr. Gregory W. Hawkins is the
new EWSC art department
chairman for a one-year period.
Dr. Elwyn C. Lapoint was appointed as anthro1,>ology department chairman for two years,
and Dr. William L. Maxson was
named music department chairman for a two-year term.
All appointments are effective Sept. 1, Robinson said.

TAPPING INTO A GOOD TIME is an Eastern Student during the eighth of
May festivities last Thursday. During the celebration, the Mall came alive
with liquor, music, and sun bathers, then moved inside the PUB once it
began to rain. (PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

Accreditation Granted
The undergraduate program
in business and administration
at Eastern Washington State
College has been accredited by
the prestigious American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business.
Notice of accreditation was
received today, according to Dr.
Grant R. Thomas, retiring dean
of the school.
"Eastern is the first of the
state colleges in Washington to
receive professional accreditation in business and
management," Dr. Thomas said.
There are five other colleges
and universities in Washington
with AACSB accreditation.
He said that accreditation
followed nearly two years of
self-study, formal presentations,
and visits by professional educa-

tion and industrial representatives to review the EWSC
business and administration
program.
Dr. Thomas will retire as dean
to return to fulltime teaching in
marketing, and be succeeded
September 1 by Dr. Thomas V.
Atwater Jr., a leader in
marketing and management
education in the United States.
Atwater and others conferred
with the AACSB reviewing coun cil in Las Vegas recently prior to
::ipproval of the co llege 's
3pplication for accreditation.
The accreditation will be
reviewed in 1980 by AACSB
when Eastern expscts to apply
for professional recogni tion of
its graduate program in
business and administration.
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Letters To The Editor

Easterner
E.ditorials

Thoughtless Animals

The Stupidity Factor
by Jeff Lorello
Editor
The Easterner's futile attempts to arouse student sensitivities regarding
athletics and the student legislature have not been sensational charges as
most would have you believe. All that we have claim~d and asserted
throughout the year came to pass last Monday at an absurd and absolutely
fool hardy legislature meeting.
At that meeting the legislature did an unprecedented thing by dipping in
the AS General Fund to finance the track team $6,133 for national travel.
This sounds harmless enough, but after hearing some additional information let us examine just how harmless this move was.
- The General Fund has accumulated over a period of years tor the purpose of emergencies, concerning students.
-Of the $70,000 in the General fund, $40,000 has been committed to
the restaurant in the PUB, $23,000 goes for next year's budgets, and the
remaining $7000 was hopefully to be a base to build on for a future
General Fund.
-According to PUB Director Curt Huff, the General Fund was to last until 1979.
But when the legislature heard they had $7000 to play with at Monday's
meeting, their eyes lit up like dollar signs, and apparently could not spend
the money soon enough.
Even against the advice of Huff and Dean of Student Services Daryl
Hagie, who pointed out future legislatures might be affected by the action,
the legislature went ahead and lined the Athletic Department's pocket with
more gold.
The track team was present en masse and perhaps their hairy belly buttons affected the female members to such an extent they did not know
what they were voting on. Or perhaps all the bare biceps and thighs were intimidating to the spineless ones sitting around the great table that
represents "THE STUDENTS."
Three new legislators-Kelly Williams, Donna Houston, and Louis
Musso-had just been seated under questionable circumstances, yet these
fresh fish were allowed to vote on a move that would deplete the final
reserves of student money. To boot this motion had been discussed by
nobody in committee.
The stupidity factor on the legislature has become so embedded,
perpetual idiocy will eventually triumph. When such a body can suck the
contention of academic standing being dependent upon athletic standing as
was asserted by the parasitic Athletic Department, it is time for a change.
For we don't believe Eastern's students agree in this opinion.

-

The big whine by the Athletic Department has got to cease, but indications at Monday's meeting show it will not. AS Attorney General Jerry
Howe told the legislature the former Athletic Director, Robert Anderson had
indicated to him the first item to be cut from the Athletic budget was
always travel. Anderson indicated this was the case because the Athletic
Deparmtent could always request funds from the student legislature .. Such
arrogance! In addition, female wonder Nancy Knight told track coach Jerry
Martin to come back anytime you need anything. The audacity of such a
statement coming from a student representative is not even amusing, and
you can bet your jockstrap Martin will be back with his hand out.
The point is, the gravity of the legislature's decision cannot be
overlooked. They have set a precedent by funding athletics out of the
General Fund, just because they felt a whim to spend money. They disregarded experienced voices citing the ramifications of the move. And finally they acted with complete disregard to the very students who elected
them.
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Dear Editor,
In response to Peter Brandt's
comments on "EWSC money
abuse," in your May 1 issue, I
would like to point out a few
facts he has neglected to mention.
First and foremost, custodial,
secretarial, maintenance, and
the teaching staff of EWSC are
not funded by one cent of tuition
money. Speaking for myself, I
am a civil service worker payed
directly by the state of
Washington, as most of the
above are.
I have had the rare privilege
of working in the dorms on campus, and ~leaning up after parti es, sickness, and people
throwing any sort of human or
natural trash anywhere they
please are what I have coped
with. In one dorm I worked in, I
can easily say there was 15-20
thousand dollars damage done
in a quarter and a half. After this
there have been days where I
wish I could sleep, or just plain
get sick!
In Jooking at other state
college campuses, it can easily
be said that ours is the cleanest,
best maintained, and one of the
best staffed anywhere! It is not
an easy job cleaning and maintaining after the most
thoughtless of animals on
Earth-Man.
I agree there is wasted
money, but not from us. Your
student dollar is spent only in
the areas of sports, books, student oriented clubs and activities, PUB, magic bus, etc.;
not maintenance and cleaning
salaries.
My advice to you, my friend,
is to get the facts before
opening your mouth and watch
whose toes upon whom you
tread. Look around you and see
how your tel.low students spend
your tuition money.
Gene Haskins
Custodian II
Physical Plant.

Lack Of Devotion
Dear Editor,
The debris left on campus by
students in the wake of the 8th
of May shows a remarkable
coincidence to the behavior of
the Christian hypocrite. Our
collegian troupe demonstrated
as much lack of devotion to an
, earth ethic as the Sunday
religionist does to his theology.
Deflowering the earth six
days a week and attending the
Sierra Club meeting on the
seventh just won't do either.
Charles Booth

7• 7• 7• 7• 7• 7• 7• 7• ?•
Dear Editor;
.
MUCH
FOR
" HOW
ATHLETICS"? From the last
Issue May 8, 1975.
My Fellow Americans, Fellow
Students and Distingu·ished
guests! I'll' speak with no Evil
tongue as does The Easterner

paper.
Every since I entered this
Institution back in 1971, I
haven't seen a totally BIASED
persons working for the paper.
The athletic program here at
Eastern Wash ington has
become one of the most competitive teams for the last twothree years in the fields of
Cross-Country, Basketball,
Track and Golf program and are
building up in other field sports,
It so happens that it takes
bunch of you BUMS to make it
look like a bad-ass program!
I got the notion that whom
ever (Easterner Spokesmen) is a
person that didn't make the
team in Varsity-JV or Intramural
sports program and is taking his
totaf Frustrations on by writing
his personal view in The
Easterner concerning sports.
I feel sorry for you and there
is a room for a WATER-BOY in
the football team this coming
fall!
, Let me remind you fellow
man "Custers s- -t smells far
more better than this Easterner
paper and sympathy over your
dead body!"
Sincerely,
Dimitri Johnson

The preceding letter was
printed as submitted and contains errors other than grammatical. Among them: No staff
member has attempted to try
out for the varsity or junior varsity teams, and in fact some
members of the staff are

currently engaged in intramural
activities.
Furthermore the "article" in
question is not an article, but
rather an arbitrary opinion poll
taken by Staff members.
Mr. Johnson's contentions
the various teams have become
competitive is questionable and
even if they have-so what. Is
this a basis for the Athletic
Department to bilk students of
their money at the astronomical
rate they have7-ED.

,------------,
I lnterships Started I
I

I
I Twenty-two Eastern I
I Washington State College I
seniors majoring in recrea- t
tion and parks administration I
I have begun spring quarter in- I
I ternships with various agen- I
I cies.
I
I Nine students assigned to I
I Spokane are Camille L. I
I Buckley, Steven E. Kellen and I
I Eleanor J. Rennick, to I

1
1

II
I
I
II
II

Spokane
Office
of,
Developmental Disabilities; I
Donovan J. Harris, Spokane I
County Parks and Recrea- I
tion; Mary J. Kirstein, Rodger I
D. Wilson and Debra J, I
Winkle, Spokane City Parks I
and Recreation, and George I
F. Quiggle and Rebecca S. ,
Williams, Spokane YMCA.

.

-

I

·~----------..J

,,

I
I

ESOTERIA

by Clark Kent
The 78th Annual Cheney Rock Concert will be held next
weekend at Cheney, Washington, in conjunction with an annual .1
Eastern Washington State College Festival.
The Rock Concert, oldest in the nation, was first held in 1897
when citizens of Cheney gathered together on the third weekend
in May to listen to the rocks.
"This is the first year we have tried to combine the Concert
with the Apathy Festival.'' said Fred Nespar, chairman of the
combined events. "We hope to generate more disinterest.'' he
said.
The EWSC Apathy Festival is in its 27th year.
"We have allocated $18,000 to be sent to Secretary of
Agriculture, Earl Butz for not attending the Festival.'' Nespar
said.
Other dignitaries, including President Gerald Ford, Ted
Kennedy, former President Thieu of South Viet Nam and G. Gordon Liddy are also not expected to attend.
The festivities start on Saturday with a parade at 10 or 11 :
a.m. on the main street of Cheney when the stop light will be red
for an additional 30 seconds. A special 5 MPH speed limit will go
into effect for a half hour.
At 11 :30, Martha Vinnard, the eighty-seven year old city council woman will show her appendix scar.
At noon, the Festival livens up with a demonstration by the
Cheney Police Department of their squad car's blue light.
And at 1:00 there will be a raising of the awning at the IGA.
Last year's Concert was supervised by the Posse Commatatus. The posse fielded two hundred and seventeen men to
prevent left-wing speeches, dope smoking, beer dr.inking, kissing
and other "unamerican activities."
"Last year, there was only one spectator.'' said Col. Heinrich
Schmitt of the Posse, "so we took turns arresting him. The Best
Bust Award went to Harvey Klott of Dusty Washington who made
the final arrest of the day by charging the spectator with the
crime of being arrested two hundred and sixteen times.'' he said.
"This year, we are looking, forward to lynching someone,"
Schmitt said.
·
II
"We will finish off the day with a gala fireworks display," .
Nespar added, providing someone shows up with the
firecracker.'' he said.
,,
I

11

I

f
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Consumer Watch

legal Services
Offers Aid
interview with the Easterner to the form of a technical defense
qualify for help from his office a with regard to the Truth in Lenperson must be below the es- ding Statutes, Retail Sales
by Sissy Garstad
timated Federal poverty level at · installment Act, or the CollecReal World Staff Writer
the time they are seeking tion Agency Act.
·
"It's a mistake to·assume you assistance.
Numero.us times the ConDyreson added many of the sumer Section approached the
.owe. The law wants people to
pay their debts but collection of cases his office handles are for largest collection agency in
the debts must be conducted clients that had good paying Spokane, the Associated Credit
according to.the law," said Jerry jobs at the time they acquired Service, to set forth their clients
Dyreson, attorney in charge of the debts but at the moment financial position, explaining a
Spokane County Legal Services. were considered eligible, and judgement would not serve their
The Consumer law section of below the poverty level.
interests and would be
At
the
inception
of
the
Conthe Spokane County legal Serdamaging to their clients. At the
vices, was established in sumer Law Section, one of the time Associated Credit was not
August, 1973, and cases they most pressing problems was the interested in discussing Jl!;_
handle fall into five broad collection agency practices and matter.
their attempts to collect.
The effect of the determinacategories,
Harrassment
and
high
1. Bankruptcies and
. tion by the Consumer law secpressure tactics is one of the tion to contest every matter in
wa1e earner plans.
prohibitions of the Federal litigation resulted with almost
2. Collection agency
Collection Agency Act.
practices and suits.
every case the client receiving
The Consumer law Section some benefit-either complete
3.
Garnishment
began
a head-to-head confron- defe:at ur the collection agency's
problems.
.tation with the determination to claim or a reduction in the
4. Health Sp.a con·
contest every collection agency amount allowed to be
tracts.
. lawsuit litigation in Justice recovered.
S. General dept.
Court·, with whatever defense
problems, repossessions
In June of 1974 the
was available.
and sales of merchandise.
Associated Credit Service came
Frequently this defense took to the Spokane County Legal
Dyreson, explained during an
Services office and suggested if
they were told when the Consumer section represented a
client whom they had asserted a
claim against, they would then
dismiss any pending lawsuit.
The Credit Service would
then set aside the clients file for
six months and only make a
periodic check on the client's
financial position to see if they
could make some payments on
the debt.
Dyreson's s·uggestion to people having problems with a
collection agency not falling
below the Federal poverty level,
is to seek the aid of a private attorney.
This suit would parallel the
Attorney General's concept for
injunctive relief. which the Consumer Protection Agency encourages.
Spokane County Legal SerP~ofessional Food Service Management
vices is located at W. 246 Riverside in Spokane.

High
frrom all of the

sunny skies

fioaf on in
and pick up
a snac·lc af•••
The Pu& ~.111aclc Bar

-

-
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IliFaursday is !

The campus
newspaper decided
not to print their
picture of you.

I Eastern nightl
i-= at the...
=
-

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington · QLY*®
All Olympia empties are recyclable

=
-

-~- BEEHIVE !----

i= 8:00- 2:00 p.m. i'
=
--

I esl.00 Pitchers
5

You owe yourself an~Oly.
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5
=
=
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•Free Popcorn
=
•Live Music !-
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Every year Uncle Sam sticlcs a gun to our collective heads and threatens to let
the system go to hell...

Real World Commentary

Suffering From Leukemia
by Paul Warner
Associate Editor
We're suffering from a kind
of leui<emia and it's going to be
fatal Jnless we do something
about it.
It's a cancer than runs
through the veins polluting the
blood st ream of our social political-economie system.
Modern politics eats away at
the entire national body. No part
is left untouched. Even the
lowest levels show symptoms.
The former student body
president whose greatest service to the student body was
becoming a former student body
president.
The town that cheats on it's
population figures to gain more
money from the state.
The Metropoli tan city Mayor
who is in the hip-pocket of dominant financial interests.
The state legislators who demand substantial financial inducement from lobbyists for the
backing of laws.
The U.S. Senator whose
preoccupation with the bottle
makes him on ly the name under
which his staff operates.
The Congressman who
should fill out a W-2 from
business interests at the end of
the year.
The President v, .10 lies and
steals to insure his place in
history.
The Federal agency that functions with absolute authority.
The secret police who maintain fi les on citizens or will
eliminate one of it's own for the
sake of expediency.
And on and on.
Wh at th e hell have we
created? What ever happened to
the virtues of honesty and integrity? Who is this Frankenstein monster, built on the idea

mat people instead of power, is
the basis for representation?
Why do we allow our so-called
leaders to show us to slaughter
like so many sheep ... the Gulf of
To nki n Re so I ut i on , Ca m·
bodia ... result ? lamb chops??
Every year, Uncle Sam sticks
a gun to our collective head and
threatens to let the system go
to hell if we don't fork over a
substantial amount of cash to
support those whose only function is to back up to the pay window.
I've got news for you Uncle,
we're already there!
What's sad is, there are so
many people in this country who
are nothing· short of fantastic
human beings. People who
would literally give you the shirt
off of their back because you
need it more than they. People
who jump at the chance to offer
aid.
The good are sucked down by
the bad.
Our leukemia feeds frustration, a sense of unattainable
goals and apathy.
What's the sense of selecting
and voting for the lesser of two
crooks? Why do we accept the
government's actions with the
rationale that ''What the hell. we
can't do anything about it
anyway."
We've developed into a nation of eight to fivers, content to
grab a can of beer, watch "I
Love Lucy" and go to the
bathroom duri ng the commercials.
And the futu re doesn 't lcv-,k
any brighter.
There's no one on th e
political scene, either locally or
nationally, who has the integrity
or the honesty to ·show us any
light at the end of any tunnel.
We're dying and nobody ,s
here to affect a cure.
·1
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''Deep, Invisible'' Scars Evident In Vets
by Jerry Coons
News Writer
The Easterner has recently
looked into the subject of
"neglected" Vietnam-era vets
and featured its discoveries in
three articles of a four-part
series. To Recap: Part one
revealed the staggering number
of almost two million being fortunate enough to return home
alive and without crippling injuries, to find themselves in
need. Part Two contributed information about some of them
being in Spokane's community,
about efforts made by some of
the organized self-help groups,
and about some of the difficulties Uncle's VA has had in
getting aid to them. Part Three
exposed some of the headaches
the vets have faced, some of
their most immediate needs,
and why ·their most painful
migraine has been Uncle's VA,
itself.
The following, final part
probes into a different kind of
consequence faced by many
vets and discusses a different,
but equally important, kind of
help which needs to be given to
them. It also examines the
reasons why those "consequences" exist.
"For the first several months
after I got back," said ex-marine
Mike F. Campbell, "I spent many
nights twi sting the sheets, -a nd
so metime s I ' d wake up
screaming. I know my parents
knew why, but they wanted to
know exactly why, and when
they started with the third
degree, I couldn't communica te
to their satisfaction," he said.
Cam pbell is only one veteran
wh o returned home bearing
deep invi si ble scars. He reca lled
that one ce rtain memory di sturbed hi m more than many
which plagued his mind. Before
an "a ttack and advance" operation started, hi s closest friend
volunteered to scout ahead.
" He moved about 20-feet
from where we were and was
blown to bits," Ca mpbell sa id.
" At first, I freaked out, and then
I cri ed."
Campbetl sa id he arrived
home in 197 0, immedi ately
started to drink heavily, and to
re lease hi s fru str ati ons by
abusing hi s wife.
"One afternoon, Sharon (his
wife) ca me into the living room
and dropped a magazine in my
lap," he said. "It was opened to
an arti cle about other veterans
having problems readjusting to
civilian life after being in Vietnam.
After reading it, I realized my
problems weren't mine alone,"
said Campbell. "I joined a rap-in
group of veterans and their
fam ilies, talked about my concern s, and that changed my
life." He said the group concentrated on helping veterans overcome feeling lost in a world
where no one cared.
Campbell is a symbol of the
many Vietnam-era veterans who
need to have someone understand, whether a relative, friend
or clergyman.
Problems More Serious
·
ReadJu~tment pro_
blems are

veterans than those faced by
returnees from WW II, but not
only because of different combat experiences.
The Senate's Veterans Atfairs Committee issued a report
to Rufus H. Wilson, Uncle's top
VA benefits director, in January
of this year which was based on
extensive research into the
comparisons of veterans from
Vietnam with those of WW 11.
"WW 11 men were trained
with a particular unit, ,sent
overseas as a unit, and those
who survived returned as a unit.
By contrast, American Gl's in
Vietnam were thrown together
in loose-knitted groups, only to
be separated and sent to
different groups several times,"
according to that report.
" In reaction , soldiers had no
opportunity to establish highly
effective teamwork based on
closer cooperation with friends
as well as training. They formed
mental shells around
them s e Ives f r om fee Ii ng
isolated, and many of them still
feel withdrawn , today," the
report read .
" Our national responsibility
to provide appropriate help has
improved since the middle
l 960's," it read , "but much of
the difficulty experienced in
readjusting has been created by
those who haven't served since
WW II. "
Part of the report was written
by Dr. C. A. Stenger, of Uncle's
VA medical staff.
"Thousand s upon thousands
of America ns who fought in
Vietnam still bea r the burden of
th eir hidd en pro bl ems by
th emse lv es . All of th ei r
problems should be con sidered
serious, but only a small percentage require professional help,"
he wrote.
"Some of the 'experts,' part
of wh om are my colleagues,
have sa id that some veterans
from the Vietnam conflict are
mentally ill. I agree, some are,
but the majority si mply need a
closer understanding from thei r
families and friends.
Nightmares and Flashbacks
"A number of veterans I've
interviewed," Dr. Stenger wrote,
'' have had ni ghtm ares or
'fl ashbacks' about their military
experi ences. Th ose memory
probl ems ca use d th em t o
ex peri ence a sudden, di sori ented feeling of being lost, or
of being somewhere other than
home.
"A lot feel they have been
use d O r mi suse d,,, . wrot e
Stenger. "Others are in a constant mental state of outraged
anger. One 2 l -year-old veteran
told me of how he 'defended his
position' by holding the police
back for a couple of hours with
rifle fire before surrendering. He
said when he 'woke up,' he
couldn't remember why he was
d
d ·
resse in full combat gear,"
Stenger wrote.
" An oth er young vet era n
explained the expe rience of his
second day home in meticulous
detail and was in tears about it ,,
wrott? Stenger. "He spent six
hours shooting his rifle into a
h"II ·d
·
b1 h
s1_ ed cohv_eredf wt1hth ~nderbrulslh
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located house."
A member of EWSC's faculty,
who has worked with inmates at
the state penitentiary in Walla
Walla, said one Vietnam veteran
told her why he was serving
time for second degree murder.
" He said as of May, 1969, he
had been home three months,
but he still couldn 't sleep
without a gun under his pillow,"
said the instructor. " He shot his
wife after she roused him from
a nightmare."
WW II veteran , Robert
Erickson , an ex-mar i ne
restricted to a wheelchair, has
been an Oregon-based, parttime employee of Uncle for
more than 13-years. During a
telephone conversation on April
28, 1975, he told The Easterner
about some of the reasons for
today's veterans being faced
with more serious problems.
"After WW II, returning vets
we re greeted with attitudes
refl ec ting t hanks," said
Erickson, "and everyone helped
everyone, vet or not, in thei r
struggle to earn a living during
an era when jobs were scarce.
However there seems to be a
common recognition connected
to the Vietnam-era vets that
reflects a reversal of the 'thank
you for defending all of us' attitudes," he said.
"Todays vets are greeted as
if they were blemished with
some kind of branded-in mark of
fault. They didn't come home to
flags and brass bands because
of how unpopular ou r involvement was in Vietnam," Erickson
said.
"The general American attitude has been it was wrong of
them (the veterans) to fight, instead of accepting, regardless
of it being unpleasant, that they
performed a duty they were
called to do," he said.

l1sten - w1thout Judging or being
critical.
But I also think I can honestly
say until the government of this
country starts doing a more
thorough job of expressing an
interest to understand, and a
better job of actually helping the
vets, an improved change of
society's attitude will be far too
slow," he said.
The report submitted to
Uncle's top VA benefits director
included a recommendation for
Uncle to provide regular
counseling immediately after
veterans are released from active duty. The intent was to
close the gap between Uncle's
efforts and those of localized,
self-help groups.
According to Dr. Stenger's estimate, "20 to 25-per cent of
the 7.3 million Vietnam-era
veterans are on record as
having readjustment problems

Veteran's Coalition
Counters ROTC

Enrollment Drive

serious enough to require psychiatric treatment. " The need
for more strictly enforced, mandatory counseling was stressed
in that report, "based on the
knowledge that the 7 .3-million
figure includes the almost two
million veterans who have
returned home, but who haven't
been located by the VA."
As of now, the VA officially
recognizes the need to administer proper treatment to
only those veterans with
specific illnesses. Uncle has
labeled the existing readjusting
problem, "the post-Vietnam syndrome," and so far, hasn't "officially recognized " it as a
serious enough "specific illness"
to warrent concern.
Yet, Uncle's financial support
of self-help groups devoted to
offering help, including overco ming any read)"ustment
problems, has been zilch. And
those veterans who do get into
trouble as a result of their
problems are the recipients of
society's frowns, whether their
pr oble ms are " off i cial ly
diagnosed," or not.

r-----------·
I STUDENTS!! I
1with this coupon: I

AMHERST, Mass. - The
Veteran's Coalition at the
'
University of Massachusetts I
I
here has begun a pre-enlistment
counseling service to counter a
highly advertised recruitment
drive by the campus' ROTC
program.
I
Coalition spokesperson I
Patrick Power says the new
counseling service will "attempt
to provide an alternative firsthand perspective on the myths
and realities of military life." I
for
The coalition is concerned that I
persons considering enlistment 1
Good Anytime
may become enchanted by· the
Lanes Are Available
intense publicity about career
opportunities and education and I EXPIRES MAY 30, 1975
economic benefits without full I
Game Room-Foosball
"How Many Babies?"
knowledge
of
the
social
and
I
Air
Hockey-Beer-Wine
" To g ive an exa mpl e,"
political
demands
made
on
the
I
Sandwiches-Pizza
Erickson said, "one black vet
ca me in t o see me about enlisted person.
Another member , Chris
applying for hi s educa tional
benefits last September and Smallis, adds that, "once you
told us (office personnel) about are in the military, you become
military property and, in effect,
being approached by a stranger give up you r constitutional
ju st minutes after his plane r ig hts to freedom of
Jim Dyck, Proprietor
landed in Portland . He told me expression."
1 1706 2nd 235-6278
the stronger sneered at him,"
~ rcash value 1120th of 1 cent)
said Eri ckson, "and asked how
many babies he slaughtered in
Vietnam."
Erickson sa id, "There have
been many vets from Vietnam
tell us that people want to
forget what happened in Vietnam, but in the process, the vets
are made to fee l th ey are
fo rgotten. Society wants to
sweep the Vietnam crisis under
the ca rpet, and today's vets are
seen as the most glaring, conspicuous sym bol of that crisis,
so they are 'swept under,' so to
speak, by bei ng avoided and not
encouraged to talk out their
emotions," he said.
" Using my own difficulties in
readjusting, and the discussions
I've had with vet s during the
co~rse _of my j~b a~ examples,"
Olympia Brewi ng Company , O lympia , Washi ng ton ' OLY ' ®
~aid Erickson_, I think the most
Al l O lym pia empt ies are _recyc lable
important thing anyon~ can do
with ANX vet returnm~ from
combat 1s to communicate a
desire to understand with a

'
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. The school
doctor said what
you have isn't
what you thought.
You owe yourself an Oly.
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Athletics
j

Leg Funds National Travel 6133
had noticed there was $70,000
in the general fund.
"This money has been used
to pay off the bonds on the Isle
Student Union building. To the
best of my knowledge, these
have been paid off and this
money is available," Martin said.
Breidenbach noted there was
still a year and a half of bond
payments left on the SUB but
believed there was $7000 extra
which could be allocated for the
budget request.
PUB Business Manager,Curt
Huff stated, "Of the $70,000 in
the general fund, $40,000 is
already committed for the
restaurant to be built in the
PUB, $23,000 is committed to
the Services and Activities Fees
Committee as they have a
deficit for that amount in next
year's budget, and there is
$7000 left over."
Speaker Cris Hickey asked
Daryl Hagie, Dean of Students
Services, if the legislature had
the power to budget the money
in the general fund.
Hagie replied, "Yes, you can
spend this money on the travel
request, but you must realize
that you may be forcing
problems on other legislatures."

when the budget was reduced,
this was the first thing to be let
go.
Coach Jerry Martin and a
Pestrin then asked how the
large portion of his track team
gate receipts were used. Martin
were on hand at Monday's
stated, "Some sports overspent
legislature meeting, evidently to
their budgets last year and the
urge the legislature to place the
gate
receipts were used to carry
National Athletic Travel budget
them over."
request of $6,133 on the agenPestrin stated there had
da one more time.
been
$21 ,000 granted for
Two weeks ago, at the April
national travel last year and Dr.
24 meeting, Dr. Robert AnderAnderson had indicated the gate
son, the current Athletic Direcreceipts would be used to make
tor, informed the legislators the
additional
revenue available in
athletic department had no
this area.
money for national travel and
Pestrin said, " As far as
requested funds from the
allocating
from the general fund
legislature.
goes, we could put this money
At that time the legislature
to better use." He reminded the
passed a motion to send the
legislature of the commitments
request to the Finance Comalready
made with the money
mittee for further study. During
and urged them to consider the
the May 5 meeting, Finance
other students on campys.
Committee chairman Dave
Greg 'Mitchell, an Eastern
Breidenbach reported the comhigh jumper said, "National
mittee did ,not have a quorum,
recognition of schools is
but added Dr. Anderson had
beneficial to graduates in the
been present to further discuss
job
market."
the budget request.
Jerry Howe, AS Attorney
This item died when it was
General, said he was concerned
brought up on the agenda,
how this matter was funded. He
however, as none of the
asked Martin, "Since national
legislators made a motion on it.
travel is erased ·when the
At last Monday's meeting,
budget is cut, will you always be
Breidenbach suspended the
planning on last minute
appeals?"
Martin responded, "When I
am Athletic Director (next fall), I
would like to establish a
National Travel fund, but we are
forced by commitments to do
certain things. We must have
equipment, javelins, hurdles,
etc., and we must have money
to meet these commitments."
Howe wished to know if part
of next year's Men's Athletics'
budget of $80,000 would be set
aside for national travel.
Martin replied, "We will
attempt to set aside some
money for travel."
Musso claimed, "We have
strayed from the main issue.
The fact remains that we have
qualified athletes here who wish
to participate in the Nationals. .
As for the money in the general
fund being committed, we are
deal i ng purely with suppositions."
Jeff Lorello, Easterner editor,
said, "There is a questionable
contention that the academic
standing of this school depends
on athletic performance." He
stated, "Some though must be
given to the question that a
TRACK COACH JERRY MARTIN pleads his case before the AS legislature department which has received
Monday night. Martin came to request $6133 in natio11al travel for the track 28 per cent of this year's budget
team and received it, by nearly emptying the General Fund. (PHOTO: Rich should still be asking for more."
Roddy)
Musso declared, There seem
rule s to place the National
He said, "T he fund to be some people here with a
Athletic Travel budget request was set up to pr o·v id e strongly anti-athletic bias. We
on the agenda once more and money for em e r gen c i es would be fools and hypocrites if
moved the legislature consider and was intended to last until we continue to blame athletics
the request, then yielded the 1979. If you spend this money for screwin.g up the budgets."
floor to coach Martin.
now you will leave nothing for
A member of the gallery
Martin gave the legislature a future legislatures." Hagie also stated he was going to wave the
revised estimate of $6133; said the $7000 was intended to flag for the general students,
$2348 to send the golf team to be a base t•pon which another and said "The average student
the nationals in Texas if they general fund could be built.
will not receive much from
qualify, $605 to send members
Musso amended the motion national 'competition," he said,
of the tennis team to Kansas to read 'the legislature ap- "Beyond athletes, no one will
City if they qualify, and $3200 propriate the money' rather benefit from this. A lot of planto send qualifying members of than 'consider the request'.
ning was involved to build the
the Track Team to the nationals
Vic Pestrin said, "Last year reserve fund - as a cushion. It
in Arkadelphia, Ark.
Men's Athletics was allocated would be foolish to spend it all
New legislator Lui s Musso $70,000. How much of this was at one time and not have any
asked where the money would set aside for national travel?"
left."
come from, Martin stated PresiMartin responded $9000 had
Pest rin said, "Mr. Musso
dent Shuck and Dr. Anderson· been set aside last year, but

by Kevin Taylor
Managing Editor
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seems to be very prq-athletic.
I'm glad he'll be around next
year to continue this honorable
practice."
While agreeing national
recognition was fine, Pestrin
questioned whether people attend Eastern because of its
athletics. "If this is so," he said,
"why is there such a low student
turnout at athletic events?"
Pestrin stated "It's the athletic
department that is always
dealing in 'ifs', the commitments
of the money in the general fund
are not suppositions but are

(

definite. The restaurant in the
1-'UB is for all students."
After treading through the
various amendments, a roll-call
vote was taken on the motion to
allocate $6133 for National
Athletic Travel.
New legislators Musso, Kelly
Williams, and Donna Houston,
seated at their first meeting,
voted yes, along with Breidenbach, Adebesin, Hickey, Nancy
Knight, Cindy Glover, and Rich
Spaulding. Pestrin and Curt
Schnell voted no with Ike
Higgins abstainihg.

l

Womens' Week

May 19-Monday
10:00
Evelyn Reed speaks, Showalter Auditorium.
11:00
Question and Answer Period. Showalter Auditorium.
12:00
No Host Luncheon. Tawanka.
1·5:00 Panel Discussion and Seminar for Credit Class. Morrison Hall, Multi·Purpose
Room.
7:30 p.m. Films: Joyce at 34; Sylvia, Fran and Joy. Kennedy Auditorium.
May 20-Tuesday
3:00
Susan Boughton·Morin, speaker from Washington State Human Rights Commission, "Equal Educational Opportunity for Women." Women's Commission Office,

~an

.

7:30 p.m. Educational T.V. Videotape: Of Women and Men Part 1. Kennedy Auditorium.
May 21-Wedntsday
1:00
Gail Hicks (Psychology Department)- "Female Stereotypes." Film: Back to
School, Back to Work. Kennedy Auditorium.
"Women and the Law," Guest Speaker (Gonzaga law School.) Women's Commis·
3:00
sion Office, PUB 30.
7:30 p.m. Of Women and Men Part 2. Kennedy Auditorium.
May 22-:-Thursday
12:00
The Co·Respondents Dramatic Presentation, Give 'Em An Inch. Kennedy
Auditorium.
1:00
No Host Luncheon. Tawanka.
2:00
Correen Morrill (Education Department)-"Assertive Training." PUB 30
7:00 p.m. Women's Athletic Awards Dessert. Tawanka.
7:30 p.m. Of Women and Men Part 3. Kennedy Auditorium.
May 23-Friday
1:00
Wind·down luncheon-Commission and Caucus. Location to be announced.
the indent is 0206
l
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Workshop Starts loday
The interdisciplinary
workshop called "Woman's
'Place ' -A Critical Inquiry"
begins today with on-site
registration in Patterson
Auditorium, Room 1024, from
noon to 1 p.m.
Jere Donegan, Sarah Keller,
Bilal Hashmi , Dan Perdue,
Patricia Coontz, Allan E. Neils
and George Durrie will be part of
today's lecture session.
Evelyn Reed, Anthropologist
and Feminist, will be featured
Monday in the second session of
the Workshop. Her book ,
Woman's Evolution: From
Matriarchal Clan to Patriarchal
Family, will be required reading

for the students attending the
workshop.
The one credit may be
applied to any of the following
departments: Economics,
English, History, Political
Science, Soc ial Work or
Sociology.

Gay Foundation
· Starts Movement
SAN FRANCISCO-(EARTH
NEWS)-A gay rights foundation here is set to mount the
most lavish and extensive ad
campaign in the history of the
Gay Liberation movemPnt.

. Theschool
psychologist says
eating rubber bands
is normal.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington · oLY ' t ,
All Olympia empties are recyclable
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Budgets

Determ·inations Now Cemple. e
. _T_
he Student Se~ices and Act1v1t1es Fees Committee met on
May 2, 6, and 8, to continue the
job of determining how much
money the various departments
should be awarded. The committee recommenQations will go
to President Shuck and the
Board of Trustees for the final
allocation of funds. This is the
first of two parts.
The following groups were
discussed at these meetings.
STUDENT LOAN FUND
The committee was concerned over the high delinquency rate experienced by these
loans and hoped greater controls could be implemented to
reduce this rate. The committee
agreed to allot $.50 per full time
student (10 hours or more) to
the Student Loan Fund.
ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT
PLANNERS
The Association of Student
Planners requested $850, but
have received no money. Last
year they received no money.
BLACK EDUCATION PROGRAM
The Black Education Program
requested . $16,100. The committee refused to award them
any money because they felt
this request should be made to
the College Operating Budget
as it represented student services and is currently funded
from that source. Last year they
requested $7,648 and received
$7,148.
SPECIAL REQUEST
Coach Curt Byrnes has asked
for $400 to help pay for a trip to
Japan for Lanny Davidson. The
committee refused to award any
money for this trip.
MINORITY PROGRAMS
Minority Programs is asking
for $8,500 for distribution to
the minority organizations for
cultural and social events. The
committee awarded no money
to the Minority Programs
because they decided to review
each individual minority budget
request separately.
OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
Outdoor Programs requested
$1,325, however, the committee decidep to carry forward
the 1974-75 remaining balance
in Outdoor Programs to 197576. Last year they requested
$5,931 and received $6,756.
ALPHA PSI OMEGA
The club requested $3,055,
but was awarded no money. It
was generally felt clubs could
appear before the Legislature
next year to obtain funds. Last
year the club was awarded no
money.
LECTURE NOTE PROGRAM
The Lecture Note Program
requested $2,050, but was
awarded no . money. They
received no funds last year.

ART EX~~BIT
The Art Exh1b1t reque.sted
$7,500 and was awarded _$1 ,·
400 .. The art request p~ov1ded
monies to.fund 11 e~h1b1ts and
the committee felt this was too
many. It was also tel~ the Art
Department could provide funds
for additional exhibits. The committee voted to fund no money
for workshops and to tra~sfer
the lectures to the Associated
Student Contemporary Issues
Bureau.
FOCUS
The Focus requested $4,809
and has been funded $2,880.
The committee felt a reduction
from five issues a week to three
would be sufficient. The Focus
has operated on a budget of
$2,216 for the last two years
because the AS Legislature approved the purchase of two
year's worth of paper.
A.S. ELECTIONS
They asked for $2,006 and
received $2,000. Last year they
asked for and received $1,929.
A.S. EXECUTIVE
The AS asked for $31,904
and got $32,350. The committee wished to eliminate the
Housing Manager position as it
is a duplication of services
already provided by th~ College
Housing Office. The AS
Executive asked for $33,599
and got $26,083 last year.
BUS SUBSIDY
The Bus Subsidy asked for
$15,000 and has been alloted
$15,000. Curt Huff told the
committee this was the best estimate he could make at this
time. He said that next year's
contract with the bus (;Ompany
had Rot been negotiated yet. It
is expected that the rate will increase. Last year the Bus Subsidy got $12,000, but had to
apply for more money when the
funds ran low.
THE EASTERNER
The Easterner asked for $27,~02, however only $21,902 was
needed as The Easterner anticipated generating $6,000
from the sale of adver tisements. The request included
monies to provide two issues
per week during winter quarter.
The Committee felt that one
copy per week was sufficient
and awarded $17,200. Last
year, The Easterner asked for
and got $15,756, but operated
on a budget of $21,756
because of the $6,000 in advertising revenue.
STAGE OPERATIONS
Stage Operations asked for
$7,500, but only received $6,·
500. Last year the Stage
Operations wanted $8,500, but
only got $5,500.
CHEERLEADERS
The Cheerleaders asked for
and got $900. Last year they

received no money.
MODEL UNITED NATIONS
The Model United Nations
asked for $1,410, but received
no money because the com-

.
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SEAfiLE-FIRSl NATIONAL
1st St. BANK theney

by Bill Jones
Newswriter
Bad check passing either as a
deliberate act of fraud, or miscalculation in the length of a
dollar produces problems to all
involved, whether iniator or
recipient.
Personnel in the cashiers office at EWSC feel eight out of
ten checks returned, are not the
results of deliberate acts, but
rather the consequence of lack
of foresight on the initiator.
Checks returned to the
college are usually resubmitted
and for the most part, cleared
the second time around. A check
that does not clear in this instance is forwarded to the internal auditor of the college, who
makes a notation of this
deficiency beside the student's
. name.
The cashiers office upon
receipt of the check from the
auditor is responsible for informing the student of the
deficiency and unless corrective
action is taken by the student,
those services the check was to
cover may be discontinued.
$15 Fee
Eastern's policy of not imposing a charge against checks
which are returned, with the
exception of the three dollar
charge for those checks
returned to the PUB check
cashing service, is liberal when
compared with Gonzaga's fif.

I~
=

Due to the fantastic response to
this year's 8th of .
May paiama party, we scheduled
another paiama
party May Stfa,
1976.

1

As a result t~ey are the target
for bad check artists.
These bus nesses have virtually no way of protecting
themselves from this sort of
loss, short of refusal to accept
checks.
The advics of personnel in
Eastern 's c~shiers office is
worth nothing "If a student has
a deadline, d n't float a check,
contact the f nancial aid office
and apply for a short term, low
interest loan, instead."
1
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THE WORST THING I have to cope with is an airlin that changes their
fares and doesn't tell anyone until the day they go i~to effect." (PHOTO:
Don McIntyre)

Come And Jake
M,ft.Q

.
t1:s,
1204
w.1s,
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Home of the Famous
E
1· DOUBLE WHAMM
=
61 STROMBOLI

I

states in the past, collection
was probab e. At present,
because of re ent losses, check
cashing has een discontinued
at Goofy's, bu~across the street
Showalters cor tinues to accept
paper with I few problems
resulting.
Small •usinesses
Small bus~
· esses, such as
Goofy's or S owalters, seldom
resort to co lection agencies
because of t e costs involved.

teen dollar returned check
charge.
,If all attempts at collection
on the check fail, the offender's
debt is handed over to a collection agency. This final resort in
the college's attempt at collection is the result of the
deliberate offenders, who cash
checks against non-existent
funds manage to produce substantial amounts of monies
owed to the college.
Cheney has also been
experiencing the circulation of
worthless paper, and according
to a local bank, bad check
passing is on the increase.
Goofy's, the haven for many
campus intellectuals, has
received a total of one hundred
fifty dollars in bad paper in a six
week period from Feb. 1 to
March 15.
Virtually all this sum has
proven to be uncollectable; accounts closed, and persons have
moved.
The manager of Goofy's

NOIICE:

; ~~o

I

FOR NSICS
The Forens c team asked for
$4 059 and eceived $3 300
La~t year it a ked for and' wa~
given $3 205
'
·

Bogus Checks- Problem To AI
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; Cheneys

mittee felt that too few
students participated in this activitiy to justify the cost. Last
year they asked for and got $1 .
150.
'

'1.15 ea.
-Inside Seating-

lrip

Travel office in Spokane.
Ninde sta ed working at the
agency in M~rch, and previously
worked for apother travel agency in Spokj 'ne. She has also
traveled to the Caribbean, to
Europe twice and studied in
Malta.
.I
Ninde saitj, "The worst thing I
your arrangements free of have to cop~ with is an airline
charge for airplanes, hotels and that changes their fares and
car rental. No arrangements can doesn't tell ~nyone until the day
be made for bus or train travel, they go into I effect."
but you will be referred to
She urges anyone planning to
someone who can make these leave at the end of the quarter
arrangements.
to come in f call 235-8444 to
The office in the PUB is a make their rr servations to avoid
branch of the main House of possible delf YS or full flights.

Planning to take a trip? Need
to make arrangements for your
trip home this summer? Then
stop by the House of Travel on
the second floor of the PUB and
let their travel consultant,
Marlee Ninde, help you.
The travel agency will make
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The Kennedy Assassination

By Robert Groden

ALook At The Zapruder Film

From Rolling Stone, -1975 by
ly. It ,t were not for the
The driver of the
second, when his hands
ot the biggest points of
Straight Arrow
oak
tree
and
Zapruder's
presidential limousine,
started to rise toward his
discussion in the entire
Publishers Inc. All rights
film, they might have
William Greer, testified
neck in a protective mofilm. At #206 there is an
reserved
succeeded
in
framing
he speeded up prior
that
obvious horizontal linP.
tion at frame #225, we
Reprinted by permission
Oswald. But because of
to the head shots and
go back one-third of a serunning through the enFor nearly nine years, Robert
the
trP.P
they
had
to
conthat he had been facing
cond (7 frames) to frame
tire width of the frame
cede afirst shot as late
forward at the time. At
Groden has been working on the
#218. The bullet entered
just below the halfway
as
#210.
8mm film depicting the
the moment of the head
the president's throat
mark. At frame #207 we
shots, Greer appears to
assassination of John F.
after nicking the knot in
have a similar line oneUnfortunately
for
the
Kennedy. The film, according to
be looking directly at
his tie. This shot (#2) was
third of the way down.
commission,
not
one
man
optics technician Groden,
JFK's head! Only after
fired from behind the corOnly here there is a tree
in
this
entire
country
proves beyond a shadow of a
ner of a wooden
on the right side of the
could
duplicate
the
in·
doubt there was a cross-fire
stockade fence on the
the president was dead
frame on the top section,
credible
feat
attributed
conspiracy in the 1963 killing.
grassy
knoll
in
front
and
did he begin to
but on the bottom, the
to Lee Harvey Oswald,
Here is a portion of his article as
· tree is halfway fo the
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every
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the
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Warren Commission Critic

Ralston Offe.rs Theories To Crowd
Lee Harvey Oswald, the
historical assassin of John F.
Kennedy was framed, or at least
Ross Rolston a twenty-five year
old criminologist-socioligist
claims.
Rolston spent the better part
of three hours last week in
S_
howalte~ auditorium explaining
his theories before a capacity
crowd.
The Zapruder film is Rolston's
main piece of hard evidence to
substantiate his allegation. The
film showed Kennedy and then
Texas Governor John Connally
being struck by bullets from·
more than one direction. It also
graphically shows a bullet
entering Kennedy's head from
the front (the opposite angle
from the Dallas School Book
Depository).
After the speech, the
Easterner held a private news
interview with Rolston and he
answered some questions he
didn't cover in his talk.
EASTERNER: I pictured you as a
much older man.
ROLSTON: You're not going to
put my age in the article are
you? Actually, I grew up with the
case. Since those documents
(the Warren Commission
evidence) are not going to come
out until 2039, there's not going
to be too many people who are
going to be alive to see them
and I hope I'll be alive. If it comes down to that, I hope I'll be
around to put them in perspective, find out what the
significance was, and find out
why they were locked-up in the
first place.
EASTERNER: Now this brings up
the point the whole thing
centered around, why seventy
five years? Why did the Warren
Commission say we are doing
this for reasons of National
Security? To us this smacks of a
conspiracy on the part of the
Warren Commission itself.
ROLSTON: There are only so
many pigeon holes you can use
to classify a document, one is
National Security the other
would be if it's a personal file.
There is a great bulk of evidence
to suggest it was the agencies
involved in making the
documents themselves that
wanted them locked up. 85 per
cent of the CIA documents were
locked up. 50 per cent of the FBI
reports.
When Lyndon (Johnson)
accepted the report, there were
stipulations. One was it was
printed on a high quality paper.
Another was the Commission's
funds would run out on such ~nd
such a date. Another was they
would get the report out before
the · '64 election which was
extremely important because
they didn't want anybody to
point the finger at Lyndon on
election day. Another stipulation
was these documents would be
locked up. What Lyndon did was,
accept the report with all of the
stipulations.
The Commission didn't look
at alot of this evidence, maybe
some of the staff did, but not
the se ven Warren com missioners. I can't see where ·
Ford (then Congressman Jerry
Ford) could find the time- being

there only 20 per cent of the
time.
The public accepted the
Warren Report initially, saying,
"Well, the government doesn't
lie," but the public was turned
around on the issue, mainly
after 1966 when a critique was
issued, because here's twenty
six volumes of evidence just
thrown on the American public.

It's not indexed, it's just a
hodge-podge, it's just incredible.
So the report was dropped on
the public under conditions that
would almost guarantee it's
acceptance. And it took that
long before anyone could sort
through it aod come up with an
alternate theory.
Without locking up this
evidence, I don't think the Com-

Ross Ralston

mission has any grounds to
stand on. Basically, you control
communication to insure your
own credibility.

(Ed. note: Rolston is Associate
Director ol the Committee to
Investigate Assassinations and on
the defense team lor James Earl
Ray, the convicted assassin of
Martin Luther King as well as investigating the killing of Robert
Kennedy.)

The one big trump card that
we have in making this evidence
public is bringing Ray to trial.
You get Ray to trial and I'm sure
that he'll be acquited. We hope
that this will create enough
public interest to reopen the
killings of RFK and JFK. Ray's a
live defendant. It's hard to argue
with government miles, especially if we can't get our
hands on them.
The Nixon tapes were a
different story. You had
something to work with. But
when you have nothing more
than a title of the document it's
pretty hard to argue that they
should release the evidence.
EASTERNER: The original question was that the Warren Commis sion because of their
dependence on National Security as a crutch and the fact that
you have shown in your lecture
that there was some sort of con·
spiracy, the question is really,
was it a part of an international
conspiracy?
ROLSTON: First of all, it's a
Presidential Commission, it's
findings are not valid in any

court. Comm1ss1ons only give
out statements of political truth.
They have no function in legal
truth.
I would say this, I don't think
the Commission covered it up
intentionally, maybe their head
was in the wrong place. 58 per
cent of the people blamed a
foreign power for the death of
Kennedy since Oswald spent
time in Russia, and he was a
member of the Fair Play For
Cuba Committee. Maybe the
Commission thought that it
would be in the national interest
to let this lie for a number of
years.
EASTERNER: Who do you think
killed Kennedy?
ROLSTON: I can tell you who I
think did it. as a matter of fact
'
most of us think that we know
who the man is, but you can't
print it. I don't want to be sued
for libel.
In my book, I prove that
Oswald didn't kill anybody, a
policeman or a president.

More Evidence
NEW YORK Fresh
evidence has been obtained and
published in the New York
Review of Books that raises the
possibility that an unidentified
person posed as Lee Harvey
Oswald - the accused assassin
of President Kennedy - just ·
eight weeks before the
assassination.

Speech And Hearing Clinic

Accoustically Handicapped Helped
by Michael Heavener
News Writer
These acoustically handicapp~d persons, and many
more hke them, receive therapy
from Eastern's Speech and
Hearing Clinic.
The clinic is open to anyone in
Eastern Washington who needs
assistance and is operated by
Speech Pathology and
Audiology students under the
supervision of instructors and
clinicians.
The primary purpose of the
clinic is to train students in the
evaluation of speech and
hearing disorders and in the
rehabilitation of individuals with
these handicaps.
Speech pathology students
start training when they are
juniors and start therapy with a
patient, working in the speech
and hearing clinic their first
year.
As the progress, taking
classes and working with
acoustically handicapped individuals, the students are sent
to off campus agencies for
experience working with
different groups and populations.
One-to-One Basis
Much of the senior year is
spent working on a one-to-one
basis with patients from agencies l ike the Edna Davis
Acoustically Handicapped

School, Lakeland Village
Eastern State Hospital, and
Spokane's Veteran's Hospital.
. "We provide th~m with a s~rvice, . they provide us with
experience," said clinic director
Dr. Dorvan Breitenfeldt .
"Students ~~st compl~te 300
hours of clinical experience in
speech pathology," he added.
Students not only learn to
treat speech and hearing disorders but to test for them as
well. They are taught to operate
and _control the clinic's audiometric sound treatment room,
where hearin~ aid tests and
recommendations are made.
The clinic does not fit hearing
aii;is but tests potential users for
n e e d , . D r . B re i t e n f e Id t
emphasized.
l_
n order to pr~tect t~~ clinic,
patients and ~heir families are
requested to sign release forms
before therapy begins. Students
an~ st~ff _of the clinic _have _to
mam~am files on all patients, mclu_ding le ssons and the
patient's progress reports.
. Befo~e the student can begin
diagnosing and therapy on his
own,_~e must hold a certificate
of clinical competence from the
American Speech and Hearing
Association.
A master's degree is required
by the Association for certification, but students working in the
Speech and Hearing· Clinic are
from all levels of undergraduate

and graduate experience.
Under the supervision of the
staff, students give therapy at
the Antonian School, in Spokane
and Cheney public schools, in
nursing homes in Fairfield and
Tekeo, and in Spokane's PreVocational Mentally Retarded
Center.
Students travel to these
agencies two to five times a
week to give the lessons and
meet with individual patients
and groups, spending at least an
hour with each.
In addition, many persons
with speech and hearing
problems will travel considerable distances to the clinic
for intensive courses and
therapy.
Students are trained to test
and evaluate these disorders
and are primed with the latest
developments in the field.
Volunteers
Patients who receive therapy
at the speech and hearing clinic
are volunteers . They are
charged minimal fees but clinic
policy is that no one is denied
services , according to Dr.
Breitenfeldt.
The spee c h patholog y
program began in 1962 as a
on e-man prog ram , and Dr.
Breitenfeldt taught alone for
three yea rs. The rr ogram
enrolled two students the fi rst
quarter, while 90 students now
attend.

In the college reorganization
in 1971 , the department was
split into Speech Com munications Studies, Speech
Pathology and Audiology, and
the Speech and Hearing Clinic.
They moved into the present
building, located in the fine arts
complex, in 1970. The plan for
the first floor clinic was drawn
by Dr. Breitenfeldt, who stepped
down as chairman of Speech
Pathology to become director of
the clinic.
Since the objective of the
speech and hearing center is
student training , therapy
schedules are rearranged every
quarter. "At the end of each
quarter we close the clinic. Then
we move the student onto
different kinds of cases for
more expe ri e nc e ." Dr .
Breitenfeldt said.
"We reschedule each patient
into the stu dent 's schedule.
Patients sometimes begin slowly with the new therapist. but
they progress by the end of the
quarter. Our aim is to teach
students to be professional.'' he
said.
Graduates of the Speech
Pathology program have the adva ntage of hea lth science's
expanding role. "Job opportunities are excellent," Dr.
Breitenfeldt saJd. "Graduates
who are will111g to travel can
always find Jobs."
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In My Opinion: What To Do?
In light of the seizing of a
U.S. Merchant Marine ship by
the Cambodians-an act of
piracy of the high seas-what
action should be taken by our
country?

Jeff Sykes
Senior-Speech Pathology
I think we should take some
firm action, we shouldn't let
them get away with it. We

f

uldWh~at;;atHao~e;;~ing

Annual Student Art Show-8 a.m. -5 p.m.-Art
Gallery
The Taming of the Shrew-7:30 p.m.-College
Theatre
EMT Opera Performance Romeo & Juliet-8:15
p.m.-Showalter Aud.
Annual Student Art Show-8 a.m.-5 p.m.-Art
Gallery
The Taming of the Shrew-7:30 p.m.-College
Theatre
Dance 8 p.m.-12-PUB
EMT Opera performance Romeo & Juliet-8:15
p.m.-Showalter Aud.
Marlene Meyer Sr. Recital-8:15 p.m.-Music
Recital Hall
The Taming of the Shrew-7:30 p.m.-College
Theatre
EMT Opera performance Romeo & Juliet-8:15
p.m.-Showalter Aud.
Spring Choral Concert-8:15 p.m.-Showalter Aud.
Annual Student Art Show-8a.m.-5 p.m. -Art
Gallery
Stage Band Guest Artist Concert-8:15 p.m.-PUB.
Annual Student Art Show-8 a.m.-5 p.m.-Art
Gallery
Dick Gregory, Social problems: Social or antisocial- I I a.m.-Showalter Aud.
Cheryl Crury Sr. Recital-8:15 p.m.-Music Recital
Hall
Campus Elementary School Art Show-8 a.m.-5
p.m.-Art Gallery

Today:

Friday:

...

Saturday:

Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
' ,\

Jeri Perrault
Fresh man-Undecided
We should give them an ultimatum; either they let the ship
go, or we take appropriate action.
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Art Defelse
Applied Psychology-Graduate
I don 't think we should handle
it like we did Viet Nam. We
should try better methods of
negotiation than we did in Viet
~am ..We should try to avoid a
s1tuat1on like Nam, it should be
non-military-non-agressive.

Condoms Sold By ZPG

St d

Alphonso Quashie was
sentenced to two days in jail and
fined $100 plus $4 court costs
by Cheney Municipal Judge
Maggsafterhepleadedguiltyto
obstructi~g a police officer.
Quashie was arrested by
Campus Safety after he
removed a wheel lock placed on
his ~ar by Campus Safety. According to the report Quashie
.~ook the wheel lock and threw it
m a pon~.
Q~ash1~ h~d 11 out~tanding
parking c1tat1ons totaling $46
when his car was locked up.
>:c

**

.

water tower but they escaped
into Streeter Hall.
Still another call was received
at 1:30 a.m. This time both
elevators were jammed
between floors at Streeter.

Greg Sanks
SEATILE - (EARTH NEWSJ
Sophomore-Geology
We should play it cool for a - The Zero Population Growth
couple of days in order to es- organization, dedicated to
tablish diplomatic relations. limiting population expansion,
Bombing would definitely be the has gone into the retail business
here , selling-but what
wrong way to handle this.
else ?-condoms.

r
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THURSDAY, MAY 22

According to reports two cars
wer~ wheel locked last week for

Safety investigated a complaint

having outstanding parking evening

of someone throwing water
balloons from the third floor.
At 12 a.m. May 10, a report

citations.
Another car, belonging to Leo
Combs, was towed away May

of someone shooting rockets

12 for having outstanding

from the hill at the water tower
brought Campus Safety on the
o1 Boone
& Monroe I prow I,
Cash Value
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....-.~.i1
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c1tat1ons . Combs is also
suspected of removing a wheel
Iock placed on his
· car by Campus Safety.
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MONDAY MAY 19
12:00 noon Wright Bros. Band on the Mall-Free
Dressler Hall had two false
12:00 noon Skydiving Exhibition, Skydivers will land on the Mall
fire alarms, one May 5 at 8:10
1:00 _p.m. Bikini ~onte~t-$35.00 gift certificate at La Chapina
p.m. ~nd ~nother at 8:27 the for the Judges tavonte (sign up ·tor contest in A.S. office)
following night.
TUESDAY, MAY 20
According to the report the
Street Fair
alarm box on the fourth floor
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21
was pulle.d ~oth times.
These incidents are still unStreet Fair
der investigation.
Outdoor Movie "Woodstock" after dark (weather permitting)
>:c >:c

May 9 was a busy night at
Streete~ Hall: At 8:50 Campus

I regular

Christy Shields
Senior-Biology
I agree with Harry Reasoner's
statement on the news, namely,
what can we do? This involves
much more than just the U.S.
and Cambodia. We can 't go so
far as to bomb them, but we
can 't just let them sit there.

Major C.adeux
Recruiting Officer USMC
We should take some positive
action . This shouldn 't be
tolerated or talked about
forever. The rest of the world
must learn they can 't push this
country around.

s
.
•
I u ent entenced, Fined
I
I

the normal People's

I

I

Debbie Kingsly
Junior-Political Science
I don't want another Pueblo
incident, but I don't want to see
us use military tactics in S.E.
Asia. It wou ld on_ly lead to
another war.
,.

Chief Warrant Officer
Bob Harris
Navy Recruiter
My personal opinion is, this is
similar to another incident and it
shouldn't be handled in the
same way.
A course of action will be
dec.ided by our political leaders
and we will abide by these. We
shouldn't give legality to acts of
piracy on the high seas.

..

Rumi Horn
Freshman-Undecided
If there was any harm done I
think there should be some ki~d
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Street Fair
O~tdoor dance with Survival and Wright Bros. Free! in the

FRIDAY,MAY23
To be announced
..
. SATURDAY, MAY 24
Hawa11an luau, m the PUB
.
SUNDAY, MAY 25
Concert in the PUB 8:00 p.m.
"James Gang " & ' Joe v·t
I aIe' S Madmen "
$2.50 EWSC Students
1
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Agatha Christie Novel

Express Called Piece Of Underdevelopment
Star Cast! Business is once
again the rage down tha.t way,
News writer
with
Paramount Studios blithely
Agatha Christie, queen of the
mystery novel, held out forty overlooking the rarity of all-star
years before selling the film casts being able to help any bad
rights for her bestselling novel, show.
They have gambled once
"Murder on the Orient Express".
again
with many big names,
If the movie h-ad been made ten
or fifteen years ago, it probably hoping that out of the whole lot
would have turned out as a someone's got to come up with
grade B bit of overdramatiza- a performance to save the film.
tion.
Alas, one must admit to at least
Instead, the recent working several good characterizations.
Albert ·Finney is Hercule
of the novelist's fascinating
book is a well scored, nicely Poirot with a black leather and
photographed, windy, boring moustache wax exactness.
Ingrid Bergman is in quite a
piece of underdevelopment.
The story, set in the mid different role as a mousy, slight1930's (what else?), follows ly neurotic nurse-missionary.
first of all the tragic kidnapping Wendy Hiller and Rachel
of a famous child. (This fictional Koberts are a thoroughly wierd
piece obviously recreated the pair-Miss Hiller a Russian
horror of the Lindbergh abduc- princess, and Miss Roberts her
tion .)
disarming German servant.
The plot then sees the
Most of the
rest,
passage of five more years, and however-Lauren Bacall, Martin
the cast is on the famous Calais Balsam, Jacqueline Bisset,
line bound across the Yugoslav Jean-Peirre Cassel, Sean
countryside. When a sufficiently Connery, John Gielgud, Anthony
mysterious businessman i~ Perkins, Vanessa Redgrave,
murdered, the solving of the Richard Widmark and Michael
case is left up to the renowned York have little excuse for being
in the picture (which is strange
detective Hercule Poirot.
From there it is hit and miss. to comprehend, since they are
Perhaps Hollywood will never all prime murder suspects).
learn. The highly publicized All They seem to be having fun sit-

by John Schilling

ting around in their beautiful snow-covered countryside.
A motion picture is not
and very nice period costumes,
necessarily the sum of it's good
waiting for the party to start.
Admittedly, their job was points, however, and ,.Murder on
made impossible by the confusing screenplay done by Paul
Denn. Denn tried to microfilm
Madame Christie's novel into
the play, and there is just too
much information crammed into
the tale to keep straight.
There is little action, which
would be fine if the dialogue
kept up the pace. Instead,·
listening to the dialogue is like
having water poured down one's
throat-you don't want any
more but you have to keep
swallowing in order to keep up.
Geoffrey Unsworth, on the
other hand, has created a fine
job with the photography,
producing dramatic lighting
effects, especially in the cor.ridors of the Pullman, t\nd the

the Orient Express" ends up
being •manslaughter of the

Christie novel'.

Outdoor Theatre
Being Built
Howard Simms, coordinator
three bands who triggered spring
of Eastern's "Red Barn" Project, EIGHTH OF MAY festivities featured
11
fever
,n
all
who
partook
in
the
Gala
Affair."
(PHOTO: Don McIntyre)
has approved and endorsed a
plan for an outdoor theatre on
the site of the Protect to be undertaken by Alpha Psi Omega, a
campus honorary dramatic
fraternity.
Professor Susan Pfuehler,
Dr. R. Boyd Devin, professor of program will begin on May 9
spokesperson for the group,
drama, will be in Laramie, when a group of 30 high school
expressed the desire the
Wyoming this week to evaluate Spanish and German students
theatre be a "total campus and
two shows for the USO and the from Lewiston, Idaho
spend
community effort".
Department of Defense. Dr. the day at EWSC as guests of
She also pointed out the
Devin was named evaluator and the Foreign Language Departtheatre, which would be on the
talent scout for the Pacific ment.
site of the old Sutton house,
Northwest by the USO shows
could be used for many purarea high school language national committee.
poses.
Dr. Jose Alonso, assistant
"This stage area wouldn't lie students with the facilities and
programs of the Foreign professor of Spanish, has inunused after the summer sesLanguage Department. The itiated a program to acquaint
sion. The facility could be used
for any number of purposes-dance, a political arena,
you name it," she said.
Planning of the project calls
for a cement stage and
proscenium lying at the bottom
of a slope for spectators. Most
productions would be held
before dark so that lighting
would not be a problem.
Mrs. Pfuehler also added,
"This is something that could
really happen if everyone just
rolls up their sleeves and
pitches in. This summer we
Present your student ID card to one of our sercould have some most enjoyable
theater, with everyone taking
vice advisors, before work is begun on your
part in the town and on camVolkswagen and receive a $10.00 per hour labor
pus". Tentatively planned for
summer production is a
rate. Over 28% less than our regular $14.00 per
melodrama, if the project is
completed.
hour rate. ·
Anyone desiring information
about any part of the Theatre
Project may call 359-2328.

r Faculty News Notes
will
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APPLEJACK will be featured at a dance in the American Legion Hall
tomorrow evening, as well as joining Captain Ci, Harbor Street and more ·at
a Badger Lake concert Saturday.

Picnic; Concert Planned
There will be a Badger Lake
Concert and Picnic featuring Apple Jack, Captain Ci, Harbor
Street and more with lots of
refreshments and "good down

4th Street.
Follow signs to Badger lake
EWSC property and for further
information calJ 235-4672.
Also, Apple Jack will be
featured at a dance in the
American Legion Hall from 9to earth music" Sat. May 17,
midnight Friday May 16.
from 1 to midnight.
You do not need to be a
Tickets are $2.50 and are
member but positive ID is
available at the PUB, Suttor.
required.
H.~1.1
, .or Th~ta . Cbi ~psilo~ 42~.

ON LABOR ·

This Supercedes All Other
Discount Programs
Terms: Cash or Bankcard only

Valley Volkswagen ·
E. 10000 Sprague
924-6900

1
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8-16 Mark 'A Disappointment'
Chissus Explodes At Sports Writ~r
1

By Jim Waaoner
Sports Editor
While Eastern students basked in the 8th of May sunli~ht last
Thursday afternoon consuming alcohol and voluptuously delightine
to the sounds of rock and roll music out on the mall, our infamous
Services and Activities .Fees Committee was mechanically and incompetently doing their own thing, with the devastating impact
falling directly on student pocketbooks.
The occasion for this fiasco was supposedly to analyze and approve next year's proposed budgets for athletics at Eastern, both
men's and women's.
Convening in a faraway, isolated third floor room of the PUB, this
questionable body which carries a frightening ,amount of P~Y!er
railroaded $112,000 derived from each stud~nt s quarterly tu1t1on
into 1975-76 Eastern athletics.
·
While one member of this guile gang repeatedly, but ineffectively, probed for the "whys" of these grossly blown out of proporti~n
budgets, the committee nevertheless recommended that Men s
Athletics reap $80,000 and Women's Collegiate Sports $32,000 for
the upcoming school year.
.
.
. ..
. It was obvious from the outset that this Services and Act1v1t1es
Fees Committee was not going to thoroughly scrutinize the
proposed athletic budgets. This attitude _was radiated early i~ ~he
affair when they decided to forgo the logical prospect of examining
each individual budget, for example, studying the football request
and justifying each item.
Instead, our esteemed group of pie-slicers, so to speak, arrived at
the dubious conclusion of lumping the entire sum into one gigantic
$80,000 bundle and handing it over to Dr. Robert Anderson, departing Athletic Director, to be distributed amongst the various
programs as he sees fit.
.
This was a contrived cop-out on the part of the cqmm1ttee
because of their lackadaisical assumption that the Board of
Trustees would give athletics a gigantic slice of the pie, regardless
of their recommendation.
_
This presumption reflects the committee's inability to fun~tion
properly and indicates this committee needs to be examined
carefully to determine how it actually reflect~ students needs.
Before the motion to consider Men's Athletics as one budget was
hurriedly brought forth, committee member Howard ~hapiro
brought to surface some interesting and valid points concerning the
monstrous $30,000 football request for 1975-76. "I sympathize
with all the programs but that football program d~e~n't seem to
take anything in," Shapiro said, referring to the ridiculously low
revenue Eastern football produces.
"The deficit seems to be rather out of proportion and they are
asking the students to make it up," Shapiro said.
.
.
Committee member Gary Nisker brought up the recons1derat1on
motion and Shapiro immediately said, "I make a motion we run
Men's Athletics at $80,000." But Dave Breidenbach thought this
was an insufficient amount. "I think they need about $87,000 to
$88,000," he said. Breidenbach explained that this amount wo~ld
include· this year's budget (roughly $70,000) and a 10 per cent increase plus national travel money.
Atter a few more minutes ot d1rectionl~ss dialogue the committee voted on Shapiro's motion. Shapiro, Nisker, Curt Schnell and
Martin Zyskowski voted yes; Breidenbach, Chris Hickey and Frank
Nelson voted no; and Cindy Glover abstained.
About fifteen minutes was donated to Women's C~llegia~e
Sports and $32,000 was the committe~·s rec~mmendat,on. This
represents a 13 per cent increase over this year s allocated student
monies.
· Easterner SP.Orts was· uitormed by reliable sources prio~ to the
enlightening Services and Activities Fees Committee gathering t~at
these budget hearings were "closed hearings." To. the best of our
knowledge this meant although they would graciously allow the
continued Patt 15

By Howie Stalwick
Contributing Writer
Almost a full decade has
passed since Eastern's final
glory days as an NAIA baseball
power, but if it's any consolation
to the school's diminishing
baseball faithful, it's beginning
to get to Coach Ed Chissus.
Perhaps still seething from
his club's fifth consecutive
failure in 1975 to attain a winning season against an admittedly tough Inland Empire
collection of diamond foes, the
veteran mentor exploded last
week when questioned about
the Eagles' rocky ways of late.
"Why talk about the past?"
roared Chissus from his Phase I
office. "That was back then."
"Write what you're supposed
to write (??)-editor's explanation, ple.ase)-why write all
negative things?"
Friendly formalities aside,
Chissus did allow that "like any
losing season," the Eagles' 8-16
log in 1975 was "a disappointment," as was the team's
second failure (4-8) in at least
13 years to reach the .500 mark
in Evergreen Conference play.
.lnclimate weather did little to
aid the club's efforts to catch
rival nines after Eastern's
traditional late-spring start, as
rain cancelled the Eagles' initial
five contests to, hold the club to
just 27 games (including three
losing community college encounters).
Chissus feels the team's
belated debut had its most
telling effect on the Eagle
offense, or !ack thereof, as the
club struggled its way to a
collective .186 batting figu.re.
Sophomore catcher Jerry
Thew led all regulars with a lowly final batting mark of just .250
against four-year · schools, and
worse still was the fact that but
six of the remaining 10 Eagles
who managed 25 at ,bats or
more could achieve the .200
level.
Much more promising for the
club was the performance of
their ever-improving young
moundstaff, all of whom are
slated to return next year.
Remarkably, Senior-to-be
Tom Woodard will serve as the
"old man" of the staff in '76, as
Chissus' fine collection of frosh
and sophomores came through
as expected this spring after a
somewhat slow start.
The giant (6-5, 200) Woodard
bounced back in a big way from
his disappointing sophomore
year to lead the Eagles with a
sparkling 1.39 earned -run
average, despite a~ 0-3 wo~loss ledger caused by anemic
Eagle bats.
Sophomore John Pettoello of
Spokane again paced the Eagle
hurlers in wins with three while
posting a 3-3 chart and stingy
1.62 E.R.A. The lanky sidearmer
came on particularly strong in
his final two starts to throw twoand three-hit efforts at LewisClark and Western Washington,
respectively.
More perpl exing for t he
coach were. tbe . on-again, .oft:.

Despite their off-seasons,
aga i n performances of
sophomores Dave Hedt and Chissus insists that "it lwill be
v~ry tough right off ttte bat"
Miles Marquez.
Hedt, a transfer f ~om Yakima replacing sta rting ou~fi elder
Valley, "did the whole job for us J. oh n O' Co nn o r an di f i r st
at the start of the year," noted baseman Jan Sneva (both .203)
Chissus, before the flaky and defensive-whiz Tim1Speer
fireballer succumbed to control (.176) at shortstop, as r'ell as
problems that the coach said part-timers Tommy Thompsen
(.1 00) and Tom Magers (. 143).
"are traditional with him."
The loss of Speer in pa rticular
Hedt ( 1-3, 3.24) remains high
may
be particularly da maging,
on Chissus' list of pitching
hopefuls, however, as does for despite his low average the
Marquez , who slumped Yakima native did help the club
somewhat after a ~romising with some occasional power, as
freshman season to finish 2-4 well as com bining with Junior
second baseman Steve Myers
and 5.09.
The singlemost weakness of for 21 double plays as perhaps
the Eagle staff this spring the area's foremost dp duo.
seemed to be the lack of a (Myers, by the way, set school
southpaw hurler, and Chissus record with just four errors in 24
says a lefty is one of the key games.)
So for 1976, how about a
aims of his present recruiting effor Speer, 1a solid
replacement
forts.
The club also needs recruiting left-handed pitcher (or two, or
help desperately on offense, three), a few breaks frorrl the ol'
provided that the likes of rainmaker, and a hasty rJturn to
freshmen Ford Yonago (.237), form of veterans Myers (.242),
Roger Hjort and Jim Maglaras Greg Wallace (.208), Scott
(.333 and .300, respectively, in Plucker (.175), John Fazzari
very brief trials) can't aid in (.140), and Bill Hays (.1)20)?
Put it all together arid then
filling the gaps left by the
watch
out, you Oakl,mrl A's.
team's five departing seniors.
1

1

a

1

Thew, Pettoell1 MVP's
Sophomores Jerry Thew and
John Pettoello have been
selected by Easterner Sports as
co-Most Valuable Players for
the 1975 Eastern baseball
team.
Thew, an excellent
sophomore catcher from
Spokane's John Rogers High
School, led the squad in batting
with a .250 average and also
had a superb season behind the
plate. Thew also starred on
Eastern's NAIA tenth place
wrestling team during the winter
months.
Besides leading the club in
Jerry Thew
extra base hits and providing
the youthful Eastern diamond
crew wi~h a vast amount of campaign by spinning a1pair of
leadership,. Thew sh~u~g!d off masterful games agai~st forseve.ral mid-season tnJurtes to midable opponents. He )Pitched
contmu~ to compete for the a two-hitter against ppwerful
Screamm' Eagles.
·
d t1 11
d
p tt llo a lanky pitcher Lewis-Clark State a~ ;o owe
e oe ' ,
p
that performance with three·
from Spokane s Gonzaga rep, hitter at Western. Petto llo also
posted a 3-3 record on the year
· .
d
·t
32
but also compiled an impressive ~:~~~~= U~iv~rsit; :c
1.62 earned run average.
. first victory over the eul11dogs in
After a slow early season
.
1
start, Pettoello closed out the s,x years.

.,I

~r~t!~~;

,.

BATTING
Rober Hjort
Jim Maglaras
Jerry Thew
Steve Myers
Ford Yonaao
Gree Wallace
John O'Connor
Jan Sneva
Tim Speer
Scott Plucker
Jim McConnell
Tom Magers
John Fazzari
Bill Hays
Tommy Thompsen
Phil Pettit
Gary GrHnslit

Final Eagle Averages
(four-year schools only)
GP
AB
R
3
9

22
24

15
18
24
24
24
24
8

13
23
12
10
2
1

6
10
64
66
38
53

79

64

74

63
13
28
64
25
10
1
3

2
1
7
11

4
7
10
9
12
3
1
3
5
0
1
0
1

H 2B3B HRR~I
2 0 0 0 1
300 0 ,0
16 7 0 0 ;6
16 5 0 0 17
9 1 0 0 4
11 ·4 1 0 !4
16 1 2 0 5
13 1 1 0 ,1
13 2 1 2 ~
11 0 0 1 ,5
2 1 0 0 ~
4 1 1 0 6
9 0 0 0 ~
3 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 p
0 0 0 0 ~
0 0 0 0

AVE.
.333
.300
.250
.242
.237
.208
.203
.203
.176
.1 75
.154
.143
.140
.120
.100
.000
.000

,(
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Special Olympics Begin Saturday
By Jim Waggoner
Sports Editor
Without a doubt, this
weekend 's regional Special
Olympics here at Eastern
deserve to be rated as the most
worthwhile, meaningful athletic
competition of the year.
The two-day affair (Saturday
and Sunday) will provide over
200 mentally retarded citizens
from the Spokane region an
ex hilarating opportunity to
reach out for success and enjoy
the thrill of competition, many
for the first time.
Director Terry Andres has
exerted limitless energy into
making the Special Olympics a
resounding success and he is
confident a large contingent of
spectators will be on hand to
support the event.
Activities begin Saturday
morning and conclude Sunday
afternoon with a track and field
meet at Woodward Stadium.
Just a few weeks ago, Andres
sent out a · plea for student
volunteers to insure a smoothrunning program and to
guarantee each participant a
chance to compete. Andres' call
was answered.
' There are approximately
300 volunteers involved, directly
or indirectly," Andres said Monday at his Phase 1 office.
"Student volunteers have
been arriving at a steady rate,
and their participation V<ill

attend a brief organizational
meeting today ~t 7 p.m. in the
Phase I conference roomt An·
dres said. "Assignments will be
discussed and clarified."
"Also, important organizational meetings will be
held for all volunteers on both
Saturday and Sunday mornings.
Saturday's volunteers are asked
to attend an 8 a.m. meeting in
Phase 1 conference room and
Sunday's volunteers are asked
to be on the football field for a
meeting at 8 a.m. also," Andres
said.
The weekend schedule for
the Special Olympics is as
follows: Saturday May 17th- 7:45 a.m. Coaches and
contestants register at check-in
point (Phase 1)
-8:45 a.m. Shuttlebus takes
each shift of bowlers to the
Cheney Lanes at appropriate
time.
-9:00 a.m. Bowling and
swimming competition begins.
-10:00 a.m. Recreational
Clinics begin at the EWSC
baseball diamond for contestants who are waiting for
their next event.
-1:00 p.m. Diving competi· .
tion begins immediately after
swimming competition.
- 5:00 p.m. Banquet for
coaches and contestants at
Tawanka Dining Area #3
(awards presentations).
- 7:00 p.m. Rock Dance for
contestants in the PUB.
Sunday May 18th8:30 a.m. Ceremonial Parade
at Woodward Stadium.
-9:00 a.m. Track and field
competition
begins.
registrations will be accepted at
Noon Instructional Clinics
the first meeting if space is
begin.
available.
-4:30 competition ends.

assure the contestants of an
exciting weekend," he
explained.
Numerous Eastern students
have been laboring for a long
time in their capacity as directors of specific activities. Director of the track events is Pat
Laffey, graduate student. Swim
meet director is Beth Banger,
student , and heading the
Instructional Clinic is Steve
MarKowski, a graduate student.
Bowling meet director is student Larry Zaborac and
chairwoman for the Foods Committee is Terese Allen.
Chairwoman of the Housing
Committee is Ellen Hansen and
chairwoman of facilities is Johnna Henderson.
Andres has nothing but
praise for these dedicated individuals who have been instrumental in getting Eastern's
Special Olympics off the ground.
"The members of the Special
Olympics Committee have been
beautiful. That little handful of
people have poured hours of
hard work into this cause, and
with a few days remaining we
are all enthusiastically awaiting
the event," Andres pointed out.
Andres has announced a couple of final meetings are slated
for today and Saturday as the
committee completes their
month-long work. "We ask that
all student volunteers (officials,
scorekeepers, counselors, etc.)

..
JERRI PERRAULT QUALIFIED for the Regional Conference Tennis Cham·
pionships to be held in Seattle this weekend. Perrault returned to her home
town of Walla Walla last weekend arid was the lone Eastern netter to sur·
vive the stiff competition. Eastern placed third out of a nine-team field.
(Photo: Don McIntyre)

Melil Netters Place 4th

By Dave Stocker
Sports Writer
Although gaining good
seeding in all brackets,
Eastern's men's tennis team got
some tough breaks and finished
a surprising fourth in the
Evergreen conference tennis
Johnny Kai , former United
championships last weekend.
States Army psycho-cybernetics
Fin_
ishing with 66 points, four
coach and special consultant to
times more than gained in last
the U.S. Olympics committee,
year's tournament, the Eagles
will conduct a three-day seminar
had several chances on match
The first meeting will be from
in self -image at Eastern starting 7 to 10 p.m. Other sessions will
point but couldn't put things
May 23.
together
with the opportunities.
be from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Wanda Oliver, Eastern's top
Wally Heidenson captured
national collegiate woman rifle the largest Eagle trophy, a first
Sponsored by the EWSC
Kai is· publishing a book on shooter, has again been
place in the number one singles.
recreation and park administra- self -image synergism and is the
selected as a member of the After receiving a bye in the first
tion program , the seminar may originator and director of the
National Rifle Association round, Heidenson met OCE's
be taken for two credits or human synergism courses, a
Collegiate All-American team.
Mark Trolan, winning a tough 7without credit. Advance method of making people
Oliver, a junior Army Reserve 5, 5-7, 6-2 match. Heidenson
registrations are now being "super-quick" and "superOfficers Training Corps cadet and Western's Steve Chronister
accepted by the EWSC Office of tough " mentally and physically
master sergeant from Great collided in the finals with Wally
Continuing Education , but while under stressful events.
Falls, Montana, also set three breezing to a 6-1, 6-2 win for
new national women's records the first single's title.
this year.
Bernie Loeffers picked up
Two were in English match third place honors as he also
(60 shots prone) where her drew a first round bye. Loeffers
596x600 established new was defeated by Mike Danielson
national collegiate and national 6-4, 6-2 in the second round, but
women's records. The other the Eagle netter gained third
record-shattering performance when OCE's John Chisholm
was a national collegiate preci· defaulted.
sion air rifle mark of 376x400
Don Johnston ran into some
for 40 shots standing.
tough going in the third singles
She won seven inter- when he was ousted in the first
collegiate matches in the Inland round by SOC's Randy Evans 6Empire Rifle Conference, 3 and 6-4.
leading EWSC teams to cham·
Dave Leath picked up a
pionships in varsity and ROTC fourth place for the Eagle
competition.
netters. He defeated OIT's Ray
Oliver was Inland Empire Wadley 6-4. 6-4, but lost to
Sports Writers and Broad· Darwin Menke of Western 6-1,·
casters' Woman Athlete of the 6-2 in the second round.
Year for 1974, and her 1975 Johnston was then beat by Ed
records, so far this early in the Goin of OCE 6-2, 6-0 in the batyear, exceed last year's.
tle for third.
She has been invited to
Fifth singles saw Eastern's
Phoenix, Arizona to compete in Fred Whitfield lose a hard
June for a position on the fought 6-2, 2-6, 6-3 decision to
United States national team, Paul Sandrock of Southern
IN~RAMURAL SOFTBALL is winding down this week after another exciting but will have to pass it up Oregon in round one.
Rebounding after a poor first
spring slate. Post-season playoffs get underway next Monday and the final because she must be in Army
ROTC
summer
camp
at
Fort
set,
Ted Horobiowski raced past
tournament slots will be filled during this afternoon's action. (Photo: Tom
Stanton)
Lewis, Washington at that time. Dave Pemberton of Central in

Kai Slated For Seminar

OliveF Repeats

_..,,

the . first round 1-6, 6-3, 6-0.
Western Washington won the
Conference crown with 162
points amassed on four first
place finishes, four seconds,
and a third. Oregon College of
Education finished second with
120 points. Southern Oregon
collected 71 points to edge out
Eastern for third place. The
Eagles placed one first, one second, one third, and four fourth
places for their 66 points.
Coach Ron Raver had mixed
emotions on the Eagles' performance:- He was disappointed at
the low finish, going into the
tournament with visions of a
solid third and an outside shot
at second. Yet he was pleased
with some individual efforts. "I
was extremely pleased with
Wally's (Heidenson) play, and
Bernie (Loeffers) had some
tough going in his match. We increased our overall points four
times what they were last year,
and we were only two or three
match points away from a third
place."
" I feel this year's overall conference competition was
better," said Raver. "Southern
Oregon was much stronger than
we anticipated, and Western
finished where we figured they
would. With most of our team
returning next year, I feel we will
have an excellent chance to win
the championship."
Eastern finished their regular
season with a 10 win, 5 loss
record. This is the first winning
season for the Eagle tennis
team in 10 years.
Next on the Eagle's schedule
will be the NAIA District I tournament this weekend at Pacific
Lutheran University in Tacoma.
Coach Raver is very optimistic
about the netter's chances. He
, feels Heidenson and Johnston in
doubles and Heidenson and
Loeffers in singles have some of
the best chances for a strong
Eastern showing.
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Eagle Thinclads Win Title
Mitchell Shatters Record
t

I

•

•

Other Eastern tracksters who 1·2. 2, Wade Walter (EW) 22-10. 3, Jeff
packed home first-place honors Brown (EW) 22·9 1·2. 4, Kruse (OCE) 22·9 l·
Sports Editor
2.
DISCUS·l, Mithch Rin1e (CW) 160·9. 2,
Greg Mitchell cleared the bar were Wade Walter with a 45-10
Daniels (CW) 153·1. 3, Scott Thompson (EW)
1-4
triple
jump
and
Ron
Soliday
at 6-9 to capture the high jump
151·6. 4, Graves (OCE) 151·1. 5, Kevin Graf··
event, cracking an 11-year old who pole-vaulted 15-0. Barry fis (EW) 149·7. 6, Sears (OCE) 148-3.
HAMMER THROW·!, Lee Eikanas (OCE)
record, as the Screamin' Eagles Savtz, Dahl, Al Berta and Bailie
teamed
for
a
super
quick
3:21.2
156-1.
2, Midles (CW) 145-0. 3, Gruver (CW)
dashed their way to a second
141-5. 4, Wells (CW) 140-)0. 5, Frank Olotoa
mile
relay
time
to
cap
Eastern's
consecutive Evergreen
(EW) 139-11. 6, Nix (OCE) 137·0.
JAVELIN·!, Tony Grant (OIT) 231·2. 2, Tom
Conference Track Championship victory.
Bad1ley (EW) 224-3. 3, Chuck Van Matre (EW)
District
Competition
Next
at Monmouth, Oregon last
207-8. 4, D. Grant (SOC) 204-11. 5, Andrews
weekend.
The Eagles travel to Spokane (CW) 203·2. 6, Mike Hopley (EW) 190-2.
Mitchell's leap erased the old this weekend for the NAIA
POLE VAULT·l, Ron Soliday (EW) 15·0. 2,
meet record set in 1964 by District Meet and their main Knowlton {WW) 14-6. 3, Huck (SOC) 14-6. 4,
(WW) 13-7. 5, Brooks (CE) 13-7. 6,
Hans Albertson of Pacific goal is to qualify more athletes Thompson
Tie Between Mayfield (EW) and Durst (SOC)
Lutheran. Eastern's Ric Teller for the Nationals the following 13-0.
HIGH JUMP-1, Gre1 Mitchell (EW) 6-9
and Rob Watson took the next week.
(Meet
Record: old, 6·7 1-4, Hans Albertsson,
two places in the high jump by
Several have already PLU, 1964.) 2, Rob Watson (EW) 6·7. 3, Ric
clearing 6-7 for an Eagle sweep. qualified for the Arkadelphia, Teller (EW) 6-7. 4, He1lund (CW) 6-5. 5,
Eastern totalled 225 and Arkansas journey and many Roberts (OCE) 6-5. 6, Thomas (EOC) 6·4.
r~nnerup Central Washington more competitors are extremely
MILE RELAY-1, EWSC (Barry Sartz, Rich
compiled 188 with host Oregon close to the national qualifying Dahl, Al Berta, Terry Bailie) 3:21.2. 2, OCE
3:22.5. 3, cwsc 3:25.7. 4, soc 3:29.8. 5,
College third at 119 in what. for standards.
EOC 3:44.8. 6, OIT 3:35.4.
all practical purposes, was a
STEEPLECHASE-1, Kim Sobotta (EW)
Coach Jerry Martin directed
9:24.5.
Ardissono (CW) 9:26.8. -3, ~arri11
three-team meet.
the Eagles to a tenth-place (OCE) 2,
9:32.6. 4, Wold (Cw) 9:38.1. 5,
While Mitchell and associates NAIA finish last spring but lost Christenson (CW) 9:52.2. 6, Jerry Fulwider
provided the heroics, several two of his main men, Bob (EW) 10:02.6.
MILE·l, Steve Menard (WW) 31:28.4:
other Eagles came through in Maplestone and Rick Hebron, to 2, SIX
Pilcher (WW) 31:36.2. 3, Johnson (CW)
the clutch in what has to go graduation.
31:36.2. 4, Turner (C\I) 31:51.7. 5, Wojohn
(OCE) 32:17.2. 6, Fuller (WW) 33:09.6.
down in the books as a superb
TEAM SCORING-Eastern Washington 225,
Evergreen Conference Track
team effort.
Central Washington 188, Ore,on Colle1e 119,
Championships
Speedster Terry Bailie, a
Western Washington 45, Southern Oregon 15,
Ore1on
Tech 12, Eastern Ore1on 2.
senior from Connell, turned in a
LONG JUMP·l, Geor1e Hod1es (EW) 23·0
fast 48. 7 in the 440 for his third
straight EvCo title and senior
Rich Dahl continued his seasonlong domination over all opposition by winning both hurdle
races. Dahl was clocked in 53.9
in the intermediates and 14.8 in
the high hurdle~.
Another instrumental factor
in Eastern's impressive victory
was senior Jeff Brown. Brown,
who hails from Prosser, placed
in the long jump Friday with a
22-9 1-2 effort, in the 100 and
220 Saturday, and then
attempted his first triple jumps
in a couple of seasons and
placed third. To top off a versatile and busy weekend, Brown
anchored the winning 440 relay
team.
Eagle Kim Sobotta was
another key come-throwgh as
the Wenatchee flash took the
steeplechase Friday in 9:24.5 EASTERN'S MIKE FLATT completes his leg of another quick Eagle relay
and led an Eastern 1-2 finish in during an early season meet Flatt, a junior from Spokane, occasionally runs
in the hurdles but his specialty is the hurdle events. (Photo: Jim Wagoner)
the mile with a 4:14.8 timing.

By Jim Waggoner

TRACK STAR WADE WALTER flys through the air with the greatest of ease
during another outstanding triple jump effort. Walter, a sophomore from
Odessa, won the Evergreen Conference triple jump crown with a 45-1O 1-4
leap last weekend in Monmouth, Oregon. (Photo: Kevin Taylor)

FINISH L~ST

Parson's Squad Chokes
By Ed Waters
Sports Writer
Scoring a single point in last
week's regional track meet is
not what you would call a
perfect way to end a season, but
it was all Eastern's women's
track team could tally up.
It was a day of heartbreaks
for the women spikers starting
with Lynnie Oosting's pulled
muscle in preliminary action.
Sidelined for the duration of the
meet, Oosting watched in agony
as her teammates tried
desperately to put it all
together. With Oosting out,
Coach Beth Parsons selected
Alice Heidy, a hurdler, to run her
leg on the 440 relay. Heidy ran a
surprisingly good race as the
relay team made it to the finals,
but the lack of Oosting kept
them from a national qualifying
time.
With Oosting out and a near
miss in the 440 relay, the
women were up against their
toughest competitor of the day,
pressure. "I was disappointed
because the girls tried so hard
that their efforts and determination turned against them and
added more pressure. The more
experienced runners on the
other teams boxed our girls in
and forced them to change their
style of running," said Parsons.
To add to the women's woes the

mile relay team missed
qualifying for nationals by
tenths of seconds.
Records Challenged
The regional meet featured
some tough competitors as
meet records were challenged
or bettered. In the discus the
meet record of 157 ft. was
threatened with a throw of
156.3. In the long jump the old
record of 18-4 was bettered
with a jump of 18-11. The 440
yd. dash record of 56.1 was
shattered by a spiker from
Flathead C.C. with a time of
55.4. And in the high jump the
record of 5.5 was bettered by a
leap of 5-9.
Successful Season
Coach Parsons views this
year's season as a successful
one. "It was a big success on an
individual basis. Everyone on the
team bettered themselves o"
competitors and as personf
This year only two runners
have qualified for nationals,
Carol Ringen in the 880 and
Mary McDowell in the 220. But
they will not be going alone
because three-fourths of the
team are paying their own way
to the nationals and will be
staying in someone's house. The
nationals are being held in Corvallis, Oregon.

"Ripoff" Cont'd
press to attend a meeting where a handful of people were toying
with over $350,000 derived from student funds, "student input"
was forbidden.
Judging the committee's poor showing during the athletic budget
hearings, packed with inconsistencies, inaccuracies and confusion,
Easterner Sports m·ust again strongly emphasize the imp_ortance of
having these committee members open their ears to real student
needs.

EASTERN'S BRAD McCLURE right prepares to hand the baton to teammate Rich Dahl during a recent track meet
at Woodward Stadium. The Eagles'wm compete in the NAIA District Meet Friday and Saturday at Spokane Community College. (Photo: Kevin Taylor)
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SUPER-SPRl~TER BARRY SARTZ ~akes baton handoff and prepared to
catch ground m the 440 relay event. (Photo: Jim Waggoner)

Easterner Profile

r

Bruce Utter: Advertising Manager
HOME: Clarkston, Wash.
AGE: 19
PROFESSION: Advertising Manager
HOBBIES: Fishing, hunting, oasKetoa11, ana
pinochle.
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK: "Lord of the Flies
by William Gerald Golding.
LAST ACCOMPLISHMENl: Hustled over 300
inches of advertising for the Easterner for
three consecutive weeks.
QUOTE: "With so many friends, how can I lose (
PROFILE: Enthusiastic , eff ici ent , and
organized. His rapport with clients has allowed
the Easterner to attain one of its most productive advertising years in history.

PAPER: The Easterner

AUTHENTIC: There are more than 1,000 college newspapers but only one
fine enough to bear the name, The
Easterner. The quality standards we set
have never varied. Into each story goes
the finest journalistic talent.

Who's responsible? See pages 8 and 9.

